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LIMITED PRODUCT WARRANTY (rev.11-17)









Excel Industries warrants its hardware & case construction (excluding doors & finish)
for a period of five (5) years to the original purchaser.
Excel Industries warrants cabinet door finish &/or door delamination for a period of
one (1) year to the original purchaser. Some restrictions may apply.
This warranty does not apply in the case of normal wear and tear, misuse, abuse and
exposure to extreme temperature or humidity.
This warranty applies only to cabinets and related products manufactured by Excel
Industries and approved for regional & climatic applications. Any part found to be
defective under normal use will be replaced by Excel Industries during the warranty
period.
This warranty does not include reimbursements for shipping or installation costs.
Regional climatic conditions may cause cabinet doors to warp. In most cases this will
correct itself after going through a complete heating cycle.
This warranty constitutes the total warranty, all obligations and liabilities of Excel
Industries.

COLOUR, GRAIN & PAINTED DISCLAIMER






Wood species have a variety of colours and grain patterns. Both climate and soil
conditions can affect grain development and colour. These variations give the wood
the character and beauty we appreciate. Samples may appear somewhat different
from the product you receive.
Exposure to light will age and blend the colour tones of the wood. This process is
accelerated with most soft wood species (Pine, Fir, etc) and is also quite evident in
Cherry.
Painted Doors & cabinets may have visible cracking around the joint areas and this is
normal for a painted / jointed product & is not covered under this warranty.
Defective finishes must be inspected by an authorized representative of Excel
Industries. Excel Industries reserves the option of refinishing or replacing any such
defect.

PLASTIC LAMINATE, GRANITE, QUARTZ & OTHER SURFACES





Plastic Laminate & Granite materials carry a one (1) Year warranty against cracking
and delaminating.
Quartz materials are covered under their brand name warranties (ie:Ceasarstone,
Cambria,etc)
This warranty does not apply in the case of normal wear and tear, misuse, abuse and
exposure to extreme temperature or humidity.
This warranty does not include reimbursements for shipping or installation costs.

SPECIAL NOTE


Excel Industries will not be responsible if unforeseen circumstances occur to
the finished products after installation. The customer is responsible to ensure
that material installed will be protected from any possible scratching, cracking
and staining throughout the duration of said project.
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